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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The overall goal of our project is:
-to contribute to high quality, informal inclusive 
education and training for people facing 
difficulties, 
-in actively engaging and participating in their 
communities 
-with the qualifications and skills needed for 
their meaningful participation in a democratic 
society, intercultural understanding and 
successful transition in the labor market. 
We are going to focus on the targetgroups of 
"old" Roma migrants and "new" migrants and 
refugees.

The  cooperating partners and the participants 
with fewer opportunities themselves are at the 
heart of these objectives and with these in mind, 
the project puts mechanisms and resources at 
their disposal. 
We are going to have -Transnational Meetings (as 
to secure the right implementation of the 
project), -Training and learning activities, 
-Development activities and -Dissemination 
activities. 
We will secure the sustainability a.o. making a 
blueprint for the educational pathway and an 
application.

Start of the project
01-11-2021

End of the project
01-05-2023

OYO ACTIVITIES 
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Looking to the project as a whole we can conclude we
are on track.
Jacqueline will secure the involvement of the Dutch
immigrants by inviting representatives
/representative organisations in the upcoming
meeting in The Netherlands.
We learned that for making durable steps in the Roma
community we have to work with the children too.

The project content, the project budget and the 
related administrational obligations and the pre-
elimimary planning are presented to the 
partnerships. The participants are positive about 
the meeting we had. Especially the open and 
constructive atmosphere is valued.

TRANSNATIONAL MEETING 1
MARCH 5 2022 KAZANLUK

TRANSNATIONAL MEETING 2
JULY 9 2022 OSS

Via the school they are the bridge to the adult population. But at the same moment it is hard to work with
children once the partners are not stimulating them. A holistic approach is needed. The partnership concludes
that in a possible successor project the primary focus should de be on children.
During the exchange of methods and approaches we learned that it is crucial to give the Roma Youngster a view
on happiness. When the Bulgarian partners got acquainted to the Dutch Primary education system where it
comes to the disadvantaged , they were much impressed by the method of the ‘gelukskoffer’ and they felt this
might be a good way to go to help the deprived Roma children too. (note: https://www.gelukskoffer.nl).
Jacqueline is going to find out more details on this method and will give it a place in our steps to come to a
blueprint. Before the upcoming LLT in Bulgarian she will meet the relevant organisation as to make it possible to
go more in depth Bulgaria in October.
Secondly it is conclude that music (and sports) are important elements of our Blueprint to be made.
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After a warm reception, the Dutch Partners were
given a look at the United School St Cyrillus i
Methodius (US). They attended some classes there
and participated in various workshops, including
music and dance. They also met and spoke to a
number of Roma students. Thanks to this visit we got
a good impression how our Bulgarian partners

As a next step in our project the Bulgarian partners were
informed more in detail about the Dutch approach of 
inclusion of the disadvantaged in practice. Among others 
the meeting center 'D'n Durpsherd' in Berlicum was visited; 
a music school is also located here. Pastor Mitko was very
impressed by the way ‘music’ is used; everybody can 
take part! 

TRAINING & LEARNING
 MAY 13 TO 16 2022 KAZANLUK

TRAINING & LEARNING
 JULY 8 TO 11 2022 OSS

pay attention to the inclusion of Roma youngsters at school. Getto Magala and Kazmira at Pastor Mitko were also
visited during these days; we were guided through the getto and we visited a resident in her home. The building
where the orphans are housed was also visited. A beautiful new location where there is now running water, the
children have food every day and can sleep. 
We discussed the specific needs for additional qualification of the teaching professionals and the opportunities of
our project to make it happen. Further ideas were born to shape the visit to Oss.

Elements of that approach would be a wonderful addition to the development of the Roma. 
Primary school De Fonkeling in Berghem was also visited. A very modern school with various trajectories / teaching
activities and teaching methods. The Bulgarian Partners were especially impressed by the use of the 'box of happiness'
; it was concluded we should gave that a place in our blueprint to be made, too. 
The nursing home Laverhof in Heeswijk Dinther was also on the program. Here music therapy is used for demented
elderly. More in general the visiting partners re-shared the opinion that the use of music fits to our approach. See the
video that Maaike recorded especially for OYO.  (https://youtu.be/Lyy7nkqfn40)

https://youtu.be/Lyy7nkqfn40
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UNTIL NEXT TIME
October 21 to 24 2022




